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SELF SERVED 

FULLY AUTOMATED

FASTEST AND CHEAPEST

CAR PHOTOGRAPHY
AND 3D CAR SCANNING



placement
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shopping centers car dealerships car insurance



solutions
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1. photography

build the quickest and 

cheapest automated booth at 

new car presentation quality 

levels.

2. analytics

develop 3D computer vision 

system and machine learning 

methods to automatically detect 

and estimate surface damage. 

3. services

collaborate with partners to disrupt 

entire car owning experience: 

insurance, repair, buying/selling, 

road assistance. 

working product working prototype working prototype
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v2 

automated photography + 

surface analytics prototype for 

adriaticslovenica in ljubljana

video >

http://vimeo.com/278206502


motivation
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car photography
it only takes 3.5 minutes

1. exterior panorama: resolution 20MP, 36  

shots in 10 degree increments or a video of the 

rotation. resulting images require no 

postproduction (e.g. photoshop) and can be 

viewed and rotated in a web interface.



motivation
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2. exterior details: during the rotation, additional 

cameras capture pre-set highlights of the car 

exterior and adds them to the scan.

onlinecars.at

car photography
it only takes 3.5 minutes

http://onlinecars.at
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3. interior panorama. resolution 14MP, an 

instant 360 degree shot can be accessed 

with an interactive viewer. the operater 

places the camera on the headrest, image 

capture and wireless transfer is automated.

car photography
it only takes 3.5 minutes
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comparison

manual semi automated fully automated

poor quality superior quality consistent quality

no space required 200 m2 required 4 parking lots

24 minutes per car 22 minutes per car 4 minutes per car

20.800 € per year 19.400 € per year 3.400 € per year
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plan: powering value adding 

services on used car market

increase trust and transparency with super 

accurate car presentation, partner provided 

inspection services and innovative insurance 

products such as integrating guarantee, 

assistance and insurance. 
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surface analytics



surface analytics
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first step: use structured light to quickly 

capture and document entire car surface.



surface analytics
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surface analytics
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identify bumps and hail 

damage.



surface analytics
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combine computer vision and machine learning to 

automatically detect damage.




